Open a door to
well-being

AUSILI SANITARI

Tonga

Rediscover the
pleasure of a
relaxing bath
incomfort and safety
Today the Linea
new “facile”
Oceano range of tubs have made
entering your tub and having a relaxing soak very,

Samoa

very easy.
From now on getting in and out of your tub is as
easy as opening a door.
TheOceano
clean lines of the design make it possible
Linea
to install the tubs anywhere. Manufactured in
fibreglassthe range is guaranteed to last.

Bali

Each tub can be equipped with a shower and on
board faucets thus avoiding the necessity of
complicated plumbing and brick work. The tub
canbe used as a shower unit too.
ASD provides when requested the railings and an
elegant shower curtain.

Capri

Facile Tre

Antigua

The commodity of a bathtub.
In minimum space,
the pleasure of a bath in
total relax and security.

Tonga

Tonga
Included in this latest and smallest

Linea Walk
Oceano
version of ASD
in bath tubs is all
the expertise and technology born of
the many years experience of making
high quality baths

for the old aged.

Safe and comfortable its simple design
is easily adapted to bathrooms of all
shapes and sizes.
The Facile Tonga:
Mini: small on size, large on
comfort.
· Available colours: White Italia
· Water capacity: 250 litres ( without user )
· Weight: 54 Kg ( without accessories )

NEW
Tonga
is Linea
The
Facile
MiniOceano
is ASD’s smallest tub ( with the
door open dimensions are 100 x 115 cm ) adaptable
to practically any size bathroom.

Accessories
On board console
Hand built fibre glass console that blends
perfectly into the form of the bath tub, it
comes equipped with thermostatic mixer,
faucets for filling tub and use of shower,
three jet shower head and stainless steel
flexible hose, shower rail and soap dish.

External Bath tub mixer
Ceramic disk mixer with automatic
diverter, 150 cm flexible hose, Shower
head and wall mounted shower support.

Art. SK 11110 CR

This article must be ordered with the
bath tub as it can not be added at a later
date.
In the case of a bath tub fitted with both
console and hydro massage the hydro
massage button is placed on the console.

Art. VH 00504 FS

Air-water
hydro massage system
Two versions available

Heated backrest
Created for greater comfort when
entering the tub: thanks to a specifically
designed heater ( 220v
) inserted
directly into the moulding, the heater
gives off a comfortable 37° similar to
body temperature. The heater is
commanded by pushbutton with
indicator light when in use, system
turns off automatically after half an
hour. This option is not an add on and
must be fitted at the moment of
construction.

Art. SS 04040

• Three jet hydro massage:
equipped with two 32 l/min jets and a single
50 l/min jet adjustable air - water mix.

Art. VH 00406 FA
• Hydro massage system Same characteristics
as above also with automatic disinfection. Of all
surfaces that come into contact with bath water.
Activated when massage is in use.

Safety lever
This is a simple system studied to avoid
the accidental opening of the tub door
while the bath is full of water, especially
considering that the person inside the
bath is often assisted from the outside
and could otherwise accidentally
activate the door lever if the safety was
not installed.

Art. VH 00000 FAD

Air jet massage
Air jet system with 12 mini jets (3 jets
placed in the backrest, 3 in the lower leg
region and 6 jets in the bottom of the tub).
The system offers a much softer massage
than the traditional “whirlpool” air/water
system. Operation by means of a push
button panel. The system can be used with
tub partially filled as a foot massage. This
option is not an add on and must be fitted
at the moment of construction.

Art. VH 00406 AA

Samoa

Samoa
Entirely hand built in fibreglass the Samoa
smile isis
small indimensions and price but big on
comfort and safety with an elegant design
that adapts to existing bathrooms or new
builds alike, can be equipped with on board
tapware (console) and hydro massage
system.
· Available colours: White Italia
· Water capacity: 270 litres ( without user )
· Weight: 60 Kg ( without accessories )

The Facile Samoa
Smile is the smallest of our bath tubs
(110 x 69 cm) but nevertheless maintains the easy
access characteristics of all Samoa
Facile bath tubs, the
door in fact is 70 cm wide and as usual guaranteed
to be waterproof.

Accessories
On board console
Hand built fibre glass console that blends
perfectly into the form of the bath tub, it
comes equipped with thermostatic mixer,
faucets for filling tub and use of shower,
three jet shower head and stainless steel
flexible hose, shower rail and soap dish.

External Bath tub mixer
Ceramic disk mixer with automatic
diverter, 150 cm flexible hose, Shower
head and wall mounted shower support.

This article must be ordered with the
bath tub as it can not be added at a later
date.
In the case of a bath tub fitted with both
console and hydro massage the hydro
massage button is placed on the console.

Art. VH 00504 FS

Air-water
hydro massage system
Two versions available
• Three jet hydro massage:
equipped with two 32 l/min jets and a single
50 l/min jet adjustable air - water mix.

Art. SK 11110 CR

Heated backrest
Created for greater comfort when
entering the tub: thanks to a specifically
designed heater ( 220v
) inserted
directly into the moulding, the heater
gives off a comfortable 37° similar to
body temperature. The heater is
commanded by pushbutton with
indicator light when in use, system
turns off automatically after half an
hour. This option is not an add on and
must be fitted at the moment of
construction.

Art. SS 04040

Art. VH 00406 FA
• Hydro massage system Same characteristics
as above also with automatic disinfection. Of all
surfaces that come into contact with bath water.
Activated when massage is in use.

Safety lever
This is a simple system studied to avoid
the accidental opening of the tub door
while the bath is full of water, especially
considering that the person inside the
bath is often assisted from the outside
and could otherwise accidentally
activate the door lever if the safety was
not installed.

Art. VH 00000 FAD

Air jet massage
Air jet system with 12 mini jets (3 jets
placed in the backrest, 3 in the lower leg
region and 6 jets in the bottom of the tub).
The system offers a much softer massage
than the traditional “whirlpool” air/water
system. Operation by means of a push
button panel. The system can be used with
tub partially filled as a foot massage. This
option is not an add on and must be fitted
at the moment of construction.

Art. VH 00406 AA

Bali

Bali
Liena Oceano
ASD has created this particular design to
furnish the needs of bathrooms where
space is minimal.
The tub is available in both a left-hand or
right-hand version, where confined space
nevertheless provides a comfortable sitting
position

and

the

practical

door

is

guaranteed to be leak-proof, all of which
makes the tub ideal for everyday use.
· Available colours: White Italia
· Water capacity: 230 litres ( without user )
· Weight: 75 Kg ( without accessories )

With the installation of the curtain rail and curtain
the tub converts into a comfortable shower box
(supplied on request).

Accessories

On board console
Hand built GRP console that blends perfectly
into the form of the bath tub, it comes
equipped with thermostatic mixer, faucets for
filling tub and use of shower, three jet shower
head and stainless steel flexible hose, shower
rail and soap dish.
This article must be ordered with the bath
tub as it can not be added at a later date.
In the case of a bath tub fitted with both
console and hydro massage the hydro massage
button is placed on the console.

Air-water
hydro massage system
Two versions available
• Three jet hydro massage:
equipped with two 32 l/min jets and a single 50 l/min
jet adjustable air - water mix.

Art. VH 00406 FA

Art. VH 00403 FA

• Hydro massage system Same characteristics as
above also with automatic disinfection. Of all surfaces
that come into contact with bath water. Activated
when massage is in use.

Art. VH 00406 FAD

Heated backrest
Created for greater comfort when entering the tub:
thanks to a specifically designed heater ( 220v )
inserted directly into the moulding, the heater gives
off a comfortable 37° similar to body temperature.
The heater is commanded by pushbutton with
indicator light when in use, system turns off
automatically after half an hour. This option is not
an add on and must be fitted at the moment of
construction.

Air jet massage
Air jet system with 12 mini jets ( 3 jets
placed in the backrest, 3 in the lower leg
region and 6 jets in the bottom of the tub ).
The system offers a much softer massage
than the traditional “whirlpool” air/water
system. Operation by means of a push
button panel. The system can be used with
tub partially filled as a foot massage. This
option is not an add on and must be fitted
at the moment of construction.

Art. SS 04040

Open front cushion
This cushion adds extra comfort for
those bathers who prefer a softer
seating or who find discomfort being
seated on a hard surface. The product
is compatible with all “FACILE” range
bath tubs and is made of closed cell
polystyrene and is therefore perfectly
water proof. This product can be
installed together with the bath tub or
at a later date.

Art. SA 00408

Art. VH 00406 AA

Curtain rail
Our curtain rail has been designed and built
with the SAFETY of the user always firmly in
mind. The form accurately follows the shape of
the bath tub below. The frame of the curtain rail
is hand made GRP and the rail itself is 20 mm
diameter AISI 304 stainless steel tube, the
combination of these two materials drastically
reduce chances of breakage and subsequent
injury of users orhelpers.
This product can be installed together with the
bath tub or at a later date.

Art. RL 00404FA

Curtain
Made of polyester fabric.

Art. RT 00405FA

Capri

Capri
With its elegant clean lines this tub is
available in both left or right hand versions
and can be installed in any bathroom,
making the room both pleasant to the eye
and safe.
The door has an easy to use lever opening
and closure which guarantees a firm grip
hold

and

easy

access

to

the

tub.

Manufactured entirely in fibreglass the
smooth lines allow for the maximum
comfort.
· Available colours: White Italia
· Water capacity: 270 litres ( without user )
· Weight: 85 Kg ( without accessories )

With the installation of the curtain rail and curtain
the tub converts into a comfortable shower box,
supplied on request.

Accessories
Curtain rail
Our curtain rail has been designed and built with
the SAFETY of the user always firmly in mind. The
form accurately follows the shape of the bath tub
below. The frame of the curtain rail is hand made
GRP and the rail itself is 20 mm diameter AISI 304
stainless steel tube, the combination of these two
materials drastically reduce chances of breakage
and subsequent injury of users or helpers. This
product can be installed togetherwith the bath
tub or at a later date.

Art. RL 00404FL

Curtain
Made of polyester fabric.

Art. RT 00405FL

Air-water hydro massage system
Two versions available
• Five jet hydro massage:
equipped with four 32 l/min jets and a single 50 l/min jet,
adjustable air - water mix.

On board tap ware
Consists of a thermostatic mixer, faucets for
filling tub and use of shower, three jet
shower head and stainless steel flexible
hose shower rail and soap dish.

Art. VH 00406 FL
• Hydro massage system Samecharacteristics as above
also with automatic disinfection. Of all surfaces that come into
contact with bath water. Activated when massage is in use.

This article must be ordered with the
bath tub as it can not be added at a later
date.

Art. VH 00406 FLD

Art. VH 00403 FB

Air jet massage
Heated backrest
Created for greater comfort when entering the tub:
thanks to a specifically designed heater ( 220v )
inserted directly into the moulding, the heater gives
off a comfortable 37° similar to body temperature.
The heater is commanded by pushbutton with
indicator light when in use, system turns off
automatically after half an hour. This option is not
an add on and must be fitted at the moment of
construction.

Air jet system with 12 mini jets ( 3 jets
placed in the backrest, 3 in the lower leg
region and 6 jets in the bottom of the tub ).
The system offers a much softer massage
than the traditional “whirlpool” air/water
system. Operation by means of a push
button panel. The system can be used with
tub partially filled as a foot massage. This
option is not an add on and must be fitted
at the moment of construction.

Art. SS 04040

Art. VH 00406 AA

Head rest
This item can be fitted on all FACILE
LINEA and FACILE TRE bath tubs and
makes bathing in Facile bath tubs
an even more relaxing experience,
made of water proof closed cell
polystyrene. This product can be
installed together with the bath tub
or at a later date.

Art. PT 00407

Antigua

Antigua
With its elegant clean lines this tub
maintains the comforts and quality of
our Linea
FacileOceano
Linea tubs but is panelled on
three sides and can be installed in
any bathroom, making the room both
pleasant to the eye and safe.
The door has an easy to use lever for
opening and closing which guarantees
a firm grip hold and easy access to the
tub. Manufactured entirely in fibreglass
the smooth lines allow for the maximum
comfort.
· Available colours: White Italia
· Water capacity: 270 litres ( without user )
· Weight: 85 Kg ( without accessories )

Antigua
Facile
Tre has the same easy access qualities of baths.
all “Facile” baths.

Accessories
On board tap ware
Handmade GRP body consists of a
thermostatic mixer, faucets for filling
tub and use of shower, three jet
shower head and stainless steel
flexible hose shower rail and soap
dish.

Air-water
hydro massage system
Two versions available
• Five jet hydro massage:
equipped with four 32 l/min jets and a single
50 l/min jet, adjustable air - water mix.

This article must be ordered with
the bath tub as it can not be added
at a later date.

Art. VH 00406 FL

Art. VH 00403 FB

• Hydro massage system Same characteristics
as above also with automatic disinfection of all
surfaces that come into contact with bath water.
Activated when massage is in use.

Art. VH 00406 FLD

Air jet massage
Air jet system with 12 mini jets ( 3 jets
placed in the backrest, 3 in the lower leg
region and 6 jets in the bottom of the tub ).
The system offers a much softer massage
than the traditional “whirlpool” air/water
system. Operation by means of a push
button panel. The system can be used with
tub partially filled as a foot massage. This
option is not an add on and must be fitted
at the moment of construction.

Head rest
This item can be fitted on all FACILE
LINEA and FACILE TRE bath tubs and
makes bathing in Facile bath tubs an
even more relaxing experience, made
of water proof closed cell polystyrene.
This product can be installed together
with the bath tub or at a later date.

Art. PT 00407

Art. VH 00406 AA

Pump assisted fast drain

Created for greater comfort when entering
the tub: thanks to a specifically designed
heater ( 220v
) inserted directly into
the moulding, the heater gives off
a comfortable 37° similar to body
temperature. The heater is commanded by
pushbutton with indicator light when in
use, system turns off automatically after
half an hour. This option is not an add on
and must be fitted at the moment of
construction.

This system permits a much faster empting
of tub by means of an electric pump, the
system is not intended for use to pump water
upwards to a higher level, nominal capacity of
pump is 200 litres per minute, pump outlet
connection: Ø 40 mm, operates by means of a
on/off pushbutton, in the absence of electrical
supply the tub can be emptied by the normal
trap. The system automatically shuts down at
minimum water level. This option cannot be
installed at the same time with our air/water
hydromassage system. This option is not an
add on and must be fitted atthe moment of
construction.

Art. SS 04040

Art. SR 00200

Heated backrest

Safety features
of ASD
L.O. bath tubs

Order form
Facile
TongaMini

Other tubs

wall mounted versions
Facile
TongaMini
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

SEAT

Our competitors in general
don’t have an opening in
the seat therefore forcingthe
bather to stand in aprecarious
position to be ableto cleanse
otherwise difficultto reach
parts of the body.

A.S.D.
L.O. baths have moulded directly into the seat an opening that
facilitates carrying out cleansing of the genital area.

Facile
TongaMini
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00099 FMC SXD
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 DX
art. T 809011/2

SEAT

wall mounted versions
SEAT

A.S.D. bath tub seats
L.O.
are sloped towards the
back rest safe guarding
the user from sliding
forward which otherwise
would be caused by the
floatation of the lower limbs.

art. VH 00099 FMC SXS
art. VH 00504 FS
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 SX
art. T 809011/2

Without a sloped seat the
user could easily slip finding
himself or herself in danger.

Facile
TongaMini
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00099 FMC DXS
art. VH 00504 FS
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 SX
art. T 809011/2

Facile
TongaMini
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00099 FMC DXD
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 DX
art. T 809011/2

SEAT

corner installation versions
L.O. has created a shower
A.S.D.
rail that copies perfectly
the pleasant lines of its tubs,
the rail is built entirely of GRP
and AISI 304 stainless steel
and has been studied
to withstand the weight
of a person accidentally
grabbing the curtain.

SEAT

With a normal curtain rail
All the safety features would
certainly not be of the same
standard.

Facile
TongaMini
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00099 FMS SX
art. VH 00504 FS
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 SX
art. T 809011/2

Facile
TongaMini
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00099 FMD DX
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 DX
art. T 809011/2

SEAT

corner installation versions
SEAT

L.O. baths are built so
A.S.D.
that there are no sharp
edges or corners.
Inside the tub, there are
no sharp metallic accessories
either that could cause injury.
The leak proof door is
guaranteed by over a decade
of experience in the production
of easy access bath tubs.

Sharp corners and edges
with wet skin are always a
source of danger!

Facile
TongaMini
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00099 FMS DX
art. VH 00504 FS
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 SX
art. T 809011/2

Facile
Mini
Tonga
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00099 FMD SX
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117 DX
art. T 809011/2

SEAT

This order form is an integral part of an eventual order and is neccasary for a correct identification of the article and accessories requested. This form can be sent via e-mail or fax along with your order.
In order to avoid unpleasant and expensive misunderstandings we do not accept orders that are not accompanied by a compiled order form.

Order form
Facile
Smile
Samoa

Order form

art. VH 00110 FS SX
art. VH 00504 FS
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

Facile
Smile
Samoa
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00110 FS DX
art. VH 00504 FS
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

SEDUTA
SEAT

wall installation versions
SEAT

Facile Smile
Samoa
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00110 FS SX
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

Facile
Smile
Samoa
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00110 FS DX
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

corner installation versions
SEAT

Facile Smile
Samoa
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00110 FSS SXA
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

Facile
Smile
Samoa
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00110 FSD DXA
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

Bali
Facile Angolo
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Open seat
Curtain rail
Curtain

art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.

00402 FA SX
00403 FA SX
00406 AA
00406 FA
00406 FAD
00200
04040
00408
00404 FA SX
00405 FA

Bali Angolo
Facile
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Open seat
Curtain rail
Curtain

art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.

Facile Linea
Capri
On board tap ware
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Open seat
Head rest
Curtain rail
Curtain

art. VH 00402 FL SX
art. VH 00403 FB
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FL
art. VH 00406 FLD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SA 00408
art. PT 00407
art. RL 00404 FL SX
art. RT 00405 FL

Facile Linea
Capri
On board tap ware
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Open seat
Head rest
Curtain rail
Curtain

art. VH 00402 FL DX
art. VH 00403 FB
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FL
art. VH 00406 FLD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SA 00408
art. PT 00407
art. RL 00404 FL DX
art. RT 00405 FL

VH
VH
VH
VH
VH
SR
SS
SA
RL
RT

VH
VH
VH
VH
VH
SR
SS
SA
RL
RT

00402 FA DX
00403 FA DX
00406 AA
00406 FA
00406 FAD
00200
04040
00408
00404 FA DX
00405 FA

SEAT

SEAT

Facile
Linea
Capri

Facile Smile
Samoa
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

SEAT

FacileBali
Angolo

wall installation versions

SEAT

Samoa
Facile Smile
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00110 FSD DXA
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

Samoa
Facile
Smile
Consolle
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Ext. Bath mixer
Curtain rail
Shower curtains

art. VH 00110 FSD SXA
art. VH 00504 FSD
art. VH 00406 AA
art. VH 00406 FA
art. VH 00406 FAD
art. SR 00200
art. SS 04040
art. SK 11110 CR
art. RB 117/1
art. T 809011/2

SEAT

This order form is an integral part of an eventual order and is neccasary for a correct identification of the article and accessories requested. This form can be sent via e-mail or fax along with your order.
In order to avoid unpleasant and expensive misunderstandings we do not accept orders that are not accompanied by a compiled order form.

Facile
Tre
Antigua

corner installation versions
Facile Tre
Antigua
On board tap ware
Air jet massage
Hydro
Hydro + Disinf.
Pump assisted fast drain
Heated backrest
Open seat
Head rest

art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.

VH
VH
VH
VH
VH
SR
SS
SA
PT

00402 FT
00403 FB
00406 AA
00406 FA
00406 FLD
00200
04040
00408
00407

This order form is an integral part of an eventual order and is neccasary for a correct identification of the article and accessories requested. This form can be sent via e-mail or fax along with your order.
In order to avoid unpleasant and expensive misunderstandings we do not accept orders that are not accompanied by a compiled order form.
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